
GENERAL:

wuneroff style street 

icon at end of street to provide
sense of destination (including
winery)

food trucks along
the street or along
ped/ bike path

direct the eye to the south with
building form and icons. Utilize 
to aperture opening of the RR ROW
to do so

south end - hold opportunistically
for a big user or development of
smaller tentant work or live/
work spaces 

utilize RR property if posible
for park 

wuneroff style alley
improvements 

bike/ ped “path of discovery”
along RR frontage connecting
cultural “events”

large art objects along 
“path of discovery” - perhaps
 telephone poles and fabric

cooperate w/ adjacent property
owner to increase availbility
and efficiency of parkig

new mini park at the end of
Grove Street for residential
neighbothood and attractions
of visiors

retail frontage essential 
- strong retailer may work 
  along minipark frontage

locate parking adjacent to
exisiting residential to reduce 
neighbor concerns about taller
building in their backyard 

- perhaps plant trees at 
  property line immediately 
  to provide mature visual 
  screen when building occurs

Theme the aesthetic concept:
  The character of the buidling spaces and the outdoor spaces
  adjacent should speak to a casual work environment that is 
  attractive to millenial demographic workers whether in 
  small start-ups or large employers
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GOALS / OBJECTIVES

let placemaking and town form drive the planning rather than specific use types

maintain flexibility for a broad variety of user types as possoble

provide an attractor for the old town district

build upon the roots of old town, i.e. the railroad 

support the addition of value to the existing properties in old town

- functions forms & themes that will attract prople from
a broad geographic area....the “Bilboa Effect”

- increase the development potenital of existing properties along
  Elk Grove Blvd. in old town

- both the past and the future
- celebrate the railroad; a place to take your grandson to share 
  your fascination with railroads
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